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Abstract
Watermarking relational database is a technique which
can provide ownership protection and temper proofing for
relational databases. Although it has been developed over
ten years, it is still not popular. For attracting more people to study this technique, we introduce it in detail in this
paper. The main contributions of this paper include: 1)
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper which
specially surveys data distortion watermarking relational
databases; 2) We define a new requirement analysis table for data distortion watermarking relational databases
and use it to analyze important and the newest research
of data distortion watermarking relational databases; 3)
We explain background knowledge of watermarking relational databases, such as types of attacks, requirements,
and basic techniques.
Keywords: Database security, database watermarking,
ownership protection, watermarking relational databases

1

Introduction

Since the first set of relational database product appeared
in 1981, it has gradually become an important software
system which is used to store data for a private company
and government institutions. A private company uses the
relational database to store customer data, ordering data,
shipment data of a company, etc. The government uses it
to store project data, tax data, etc.
In early stage, the relational database can only store
data, and then Data Warehouse and Data Mining technology appear, which make the relational database can analyze and find out the hidden special relationships among

data in the database by data mining; and these are available for a company to make decision [13]. It can be seen
in the future, ”data” will be an important asset. How do
we protect the data stored in the relational database? Is
it safe enough for relational databases nowadays? We’ll
discuss this issue in the following paragraphs.
The data stored in the relational database is the same
as images, videos, etc., and they are all digital data; they
all have a characteristic that can be duplicated, and moreover, the appearance of Internet makes digital data can
be easily transferred to others through the Internet, so
that these issues that result in theft problems are getting
worse and worse. Although the relational database has an
authority control security mechanism which can limit an
illegal user to access database, in recent years, the news
about a legal user stealing and selling data still sometimes
happens. When a legal user steals the data in the relational database and sells it, the theft party claims that
the data belongs to him; how can we prove whom do the
data belongs to?
In addition, due to the development of data mining technology, data owners can provide the relational
database to a data mining company for data mining [12].
In the process of transferring the relational database to
the recipient, the data may be stolen and tampered by
an attacker, and then the attacker transfers the tampered
relational database to the recipient. In this case, how do
we prove that the data in the relational database is not
tampered? Based on the above, we can embed watermark
information into the relational database in order to prove
ownership and tamper proofing for relational databases.
This kind of technique is known as watermarking relational databases [1, 10, 13].
The rest of our paper is arranged as follows: Section 2
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briefly introduces the history of watermarking relational
databases. We explain background knowledge of watermarking relational databases in Section 3. Section 4 surveys in detail important and the newest research of data
distortion watermarking relational databases and elaborates requirement analysis tables for them. In Section 5,
we compare techniques of Section 4 and conclude by some
issues for watermarking relational databases, and then
propose future work.

2

Related Work
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databases. Generally speaking, after embedding digital
watermarks, the data will distort, but this technique can
recover the raw data. Zhang et al. proposed the first
scheme in 2006 [29]. By expansion on a data error histogram, they accomplished reversible watermarking relational databases. However, it is not robust enough to
resist violent attacks [10, 29]. Latest important research
was proposed by Iftikhar and Kamran et al. [10]. They
proposed an RRW technique. RRW includes four steps:
The first step is Watermark preprocessing. It selects the
features ready to embed the digital watermark, and then
generates the watermark via Genetic Algorithm. The second step is Watermark encoding, and it uses Algorithm 1
(Watermark Encoding) to embed the watermark into selected features. The third step is Watermark decoding,
and it uses Algorithm 2 (Watermark Decoding) to retrieve
the watermark. The fourth step is Data recovery, and it
uses Algorithm 3 (Data Recovery) to recover raw data.
Next, we discuss data distortion-free watermarking relational databases. The first scheme in this domain should
be Li et al.’s scheme. Via parameters, the primary key
and the secret key, they calculate the hash value of tuples
and primary key, respectively. And then they determine
the locations used to embed the digital watermark via
the hash values. Their digital watermark is produced via
the hash values and the secret key [17]. In 2006, Tsai
proposed that digital watermark can be generated via using images and features of the relational database [8, 27].
Recent research in this domain is proposed by Camara et
al.. Their technique first partitions the data into many
square matrix groups, and then computes these groups in
order to generate the watermark, and then encrypts the
watermark in order to get the watermark certification.
Eventually, a CA (Certification Authority) will enroll the
watermark certification. At CA, we can get the original watermark from the watermark certification. After
we retrieve a new watermark from the database, we can
compare it with the original watermark in order to check
the integrity of data in the relational database [5].

In digital media, such as videos, images, the technique
which embeds a digital watermark to prove copyright
has been developed for many years. In 2000, Khanna
et al. proposed a concept to use a digital watermark in
a database in order to protect a database of map information [14], and then many scholars began to research in
this area. Finally in 2002, Agrawal and Kiernan proposed
the first implementation method [1]. They calculated one
LSB of one numeric attribute of some tuples in the relational database, and this is where they intend to embed
the watermark. Next, they embedded the watermark into
the selected LSB.
The research for watermarking relational databases can
be grouped into two kinds: Data distortion watermarking
relational databases and data distortion-free watermarking relational databases [3, 6, 22]. The research proposed
by Li et al. [18], Yang et al. [28], Mehta et al. [20], Ali
et al. [2], Hanyurwimfura et al. [9], Prasannakumari et
al. [24], and Melkundi et al. [21], all belong to data distortion watermarking relational databases.
Latest important research in data distortion watermarking relational databases is that Kamran et al. [12]
proposed a robust, distortion minimizing technique.
Their technique includes three main steps: The first step
includes Data Partitioning, Selection of Data Set for Watermarking and Hash Value Computation. Its purpose is
to pick the position used to embed the digital watermark.
Data Partitioning uses Algorithm 1 (Get Partitions) to
Background
partition the data. Selection of Data Set for Watermark- 3
ing uses Algorithm 2 (Get Data Selection Threshold) to
establish threshold for singling out the data sets from data 3.1 Types of Watermarks
partitions in the first step, and then it uses Algorithm 3
A digital watermark is a kind of digital signature of digital
(Get Even Hash Value Data Set) to decrease these data
media, and it can represent the author. It is grouped into
sets. After first step, we will get data sets which can
two kinds:
be used to embed the watermark. The second step is
Watermark Embedding, and it uses Algorithm 4 (Em- 1) Invisible Watermark: It embeds digital watermarks
bed Watermark) to embed the watermark. The third step
which can represent the author into digital media,
is Watermark Decoding, and it uses Algorithm 5 (Deand tries not to affect the quality of digital media.
tect Watermark) to detect the embedded the watermark.
Because the human senses cannot become aware of
This algorithm begins to detect the watermark after it
very tiny changes, the naked eye cannot distinguish
uses Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 to find out data sets are emwhether the embedded digital media has digital wabedded with the watermark.
termarks or not.
A sub-domain called reversible watermarking relational
databases was proposed in 2006. It comes from the image 2) Visible Watermark: Typically, it uses a logo or text
and belongs to data distortion watermarking relational
as a watermark, and then these watermarks can be
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identified with the naked eye [19]. Its advantage is
without going through any operation, and the watermark is very clear and visible; its disadvantage is
it would destroy the quality of the original digital
media.

3.2

Types of Attacks

After embedding the watermark into the relational
database, it might suffer from assorted purposeful and
unwilled attacks. We explain these possible attacks in
the following paragraphs [4, 8, 12]:

1024

8) Benign update: A relational database embedded
with the digital watermark may affect the embedded digital watermark under usual insertion, deletion
and modification, so that the watermark cannot be
retrieved.
9) Invertibility attack: The attacker finds the fake watermark in the watermarked database, but this fake
watermark is created by a random sequence.

3.3

Requirements

According to many literatures we referred to, a technique
1) Insertion attack: The attacker inserts new tuples into for watermarking relational databases has the following
the relational database in order to eliminate the dig- requirements [8, 13, 15, 19]:
ital watermark.
1) Robustness: A digital watermark must be able to re2) Alteration attack: The attacker eliminates the digsist malicious attacks. After the attack, it will not
ital watermark by modifying the value of tuples in
be destroyed easily, and the embedded digital waterthe relational database. As long as the attacks have
mark still be extracted.
changed the value of tuples, these all belong to this
2) Unambiguity: The digital watermark retrieved by
category, for example, Bit flipping attack.
this technique must clearly identify its owner.
3) Deletion attack: The attacker eliminates digital
watermarks by deleting tuples in the relational 3) Security: Selection of the position used to embed the
digital watermark is determined by some secret padatabase.
rameters, for example, a secret key. These secret
Above mentioned attacks are basic attacks. Advanced
parameters must keep secret, and they only can be
attacks are as follows:
known by certain people, e.g. database owner.
1) Multifaceted attack: A sophisticated attacker would
mix assorted attacks, such as insertion attack, deletion attack and alteration attack to eliminate the digital watermark in the relational database.
2) Additive attack: The attacker fakes his own ownership of the relational database by embedding his
digital watermark into the relational database.
3) Subset attack: The attacker only modifies or deletes
a subset of tuples or attributes in the relational
database in order to eliminate the digital watermark.

4) Blindness: The digital watermark must be retrieved
without the original relational database or digital watermark information.
5) Imperceptibility: The embedded digital watermark
must be indistinguishable.
6) Usability: After embedding the digital watermark,
the data in the relational database is still usable; the
best situation is this technique does not lead to the
distortion of raw data.

We think that a technique for watermarking rela4) Superset attack: The attacker adds new tuples or at- tional databases needs to meet above mentioned six retributes into the watermarked relational database in quirements, and then it will be an effective watermarkorder to influence retrieval of the digital watermark. ing relational databases. After we survey above mentioned research, we find they only define requirements,
5) Subset reverse order attack: The attacker changes but they don’t analyze techniques for watermarking rethe locations or order of tuples or attributes in the lational databases by these requirements. Therefore, it
watermarked relational database in order to elimi- is hard to compare them. Next, we try to define a new
nate the digital watermark.
requirement analysis table for data distortion watermark6) Mix-and-Match attack: The attacker collects related ing relational databases. As far as we know, this is the
information from a different relation to build his own first requirement analysis table which uses these requirements to analyze techniques for watermarking relational
relation.
databases, so it can bring a lot of help for comparison.
7) Brute force attack: The attacker uses programs to The explanation and the format of the requirement analguess at the possible private parameters, for example, ysis table is as in Table 1.
a secret key. This attack will try all possible private
About robustness, we list all attacks used in their exparameters until it finds the correct answer. If the periments. About unambiguity, security, and blindness,
length of private parameters is long enough, then this we use Yes or No to show if this technique meets this reattack can be prevented.
quirement or not. About imperceptibility, we believe that
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Table 1: The explanation and the format of the requirement analysis
Proposed Scheme
Robustness
Unambiguity
Security
Blindness
Imperceptibility (%)
Usability

The name of proposed scheme.
The attacks used in their experiments.
Yes or No.
”Yes” means it has secret parameters.
Yes or No.
The discontinuous degree of the watermark bits in the database.
The amount of data distortion.

the watermark bits are more scattered in the database,
that is, the discontinuous degree of the watermark bits in
the database is higher, and then this technology is better.
About usability, we believe that the lower the amount of
data distortion, the better this technology. The following techniques we survey will focus on the six points to
explain.

3.4

Watermarking Relational Databases

watermarking relational databases is a technique which
embeds an invisible digital watermark into the relational
database. It includes two primary steps [16], watermark
embedding stage and watermark retrieve stage. In Figure 1 it shows a watermark embedding stage for watermarking relational databases. During this stage we use
a key to determine the locations used to embed digital watermarks or produce digital watermarks in data
distortion-free watermarking relational databases. In Figure 2, it shows a watermark retrieve stage for watermarking relational databases. During this stage, we also use
the same key to find out the locations of watermarks. If we
can’t retrieve our watermark from a suspicious database,
it means that this database is not the original database.

3.5

Basic Techniques

bit 1 in a data partition is over half the decoded bits,
the decoded watermark bit of this data partition is 1.

4

Data Distortion Watermarking
Relational Databases

As mentioned above, the techniques for watermarking relational databases are mainly grouped into two kinds [3,
6, 22]:
1) Data distortion watermarking relational databases:
It directly embeds the digital watermark into some
data in the relational database. This will make the
data produce change, and these changes represent
watermark information. However, the data distortion must be tolerable, or it will make the data become worthless.
2) Data distortion-free watermarking relational
databases: Its main concept is that it first partitions
data into several partitions, and then uses these
partitions to generate the digital watermark. Because during a watermark embedding stage, it will
not embed the watermark into the database, so it
doesn’t result in data distortion. The purpose of
most of these techniques is to keep the integrity of
data in relational databases because their generated
watermarks are fragile.

1) LSB (Least Significant Bit): It’s the rightmost position in a binary integer, and can decide if the number
In the data distortion watermarking relational
is odd or even. Because it represents the smallest
unit in a binary integer, i.e. the change of LSB of databases, it has many schemes, such as image-based,
the number will be very small, it is usually used to speech-based, content-based, and others [8]. The papers
we surveyed are AHK algorithms and other schemes of
hidden watermark information.
data distortion watermarking relational databases which
2) Data partition (Data grouping): It’s a technique are not mentioned in [8]. Besides AHK algorithms, these
which can partition database into logical non- schemes are not in [8], in our opinion, they belong to othoverlapping data partitions. The basic concept is ers of data distortion watermarking relational databases.
that use a secret key, hash function and number of The papers we surveyed are as follows.
partitions to assign tuples to partitions [12]. Because these data partitions are logically partitioned,
4.1 Agrawal-Kiernan’s Scheme
it won’t separate physical data.
The technique proposed by Rakesh Agrawal and Jerry
3) Majority voting: It’s a voting rule in real life. When Kiernan [1]. Their technique has two main phases:
it is used in watermarking relational databases, its
purpose is to correct decoded watermark bits [12]. 1) Watermark insertion:
For example, during decoding stage, if a watermark
Watermark Insertion Algorithm is used to embed the
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Figure 1: Watermark embedding stage for watermarking relational databases [16]

Figure 2: Watermark retrieve stage for watermarking relational databases [16]

watermark. This algorithm first uses hash function,
primary key and private key e to mark one LSB of
one numeric attribute of some tuples in the relational
database, and then uses the value of the selected LSB
to embed watermark bits: If the calculated value of
the hash function (private key and primary key are
passed as parameters) is even, then change the value
of the selected LSB to 0; if it is odd, then change the
value of the selected LSB to 1.

deleting an attribute in a relation, or changing the
order of a relation [13].
3) Even if we can extract the complete watermark, because the extracted watermark don’t have any ownership information, it is hard to clearly find whom
the database belong to [13].
4) Their data distortion can be controlled arbitrarily by
data owner through parameters: ν, ζ, and γ.

2) Watermark detection:
5) The requirement analysis is listed in Table 2.
Watermark Detection Algorithm is used to retrieve
the watermark. It first uses the same hash function,
primary key and private key e to find out the LSBs
which are embedded in the watermark. If the value of Table 2: The requirement analysis of Agrawal-Kiernan’s
hash function is even (first hash is even) and the value scheme [1]
of the selected LSB equals 0, then the watermark bit
Proposed Scheme Agrawal et al. Technique
matches successfully. Similarly, if the value of hash
Robustness Bit flipping, Mix-and-Match,
function is odd and the value of the selected LSB
Additive, & Invertibility attacks
equals 1, then it matches, too. The number of sucUnambiguity
No
cessful matches can determine whether the database
Security
Yes
is private or not.
Blindness Yes
Comment:
Imperceptibility (%) 100%
Usability Controlled by data owner
1) This technique is only suitable for numeric attributes.
And it is assumed to modify the value of the LSB of
numeric attributes and will not affect the usability of
these data.

4.2

Sion-Atallah-Prabhakar’s Scheme

2) After a hacker changed schemes of relations, this
technique would not find the original position em- The technique proposed by Radu Sion, Mikhail Atallah,
bedded with a watermark. For example, adding or and Sunil Prabhakar [26]. They proposed embedding
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the watermark into data statistics. Their technique
has two main phases, encoding phase and decoding
phase. During encoding phase, it first partitions original
data into subsets, and then uses Single Bit Encoding
Algorithm to embed watermark bits into these subsets.
During decoding phase, it first uses the partition technique of encoding phase to recover the subsets, and
then uses Watermark Detection Algorithm to retrieve
the watermark bits from these subsets. Finally, because
these watermark bits may suffer from attacker’s damage,
it uses an error correcting mechanism to recover the most
possible original watermark bits.
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c. Optimal threshold evaluation: Calculate the optimal threshold T ∗ to be used for decoding.
2) Watermark decoding:
a. Data set partitioning: Use get partitions algorithm of watermark encoding to find out partitions embedded with the watermark.
b. Threshold-based decoding: Use optimal threshold T ∗ to decode watermark bits.It first computes the value of Θ(Sj , 0, c), and saves it into
value. If value ≥ T ∗ , it represents bit 1; else it
represents bit 0.

Comment:

c. Majority voting: The watermark bit is determined through voting, and the majority of watermark bits are the final bit.

1) Their proposed data partition technique is difficult
to resist tuple deletion attack and tuple insertion attack [25].
Comment:
2) During decoding phase, they use a threshold technique with two thresholds. However, they don’t use
optimal thresholds, and they pick thresholds at random instead [25].
3) Their data distortion can be controlled arbitrarily by
data owner through data quality (goodness) metrics.

1) This technique assumes that the tuples in every partition Si all contain a numeric attribute, and therefore
it is only suitable for numeric attributes.
2) Their data distortion can be controlled by data owner
through usability constraints in G.
3) The requirement analysis is listed in Table 4.

4) The requirement analysis is listed in Table 3.
Table 4: The requirement analysis of Shehab-BertinoTable 3: The requirement analysis of Sion-Atallah- Ghafoor’s scheme [25]
Prabhakar’s scheme [26]
Proposed Scheme Shehab et al. Technique
Proposed Scheme Sion et al. Technique
Robustness Insertion, Alteration,
Robustness Insertion, Alteration,
& Deletion attacks
& Deletion attacks [25]
Unambiguity Yes
Unambiguity Yes
Security Yes
Security Yes
Blindness Yes
Blindness Yes
Imperceptibility (%) 100%
Imperceptibility (%) 100%
Usability Controlled by data owner
Usability Controlled by data owner

4.4
4.3

Kamran-Farooq’s Scheme

Shehab-Bertino-Ghafoor’s Scheme

The technique proposed by Kamran and Farooq [11].
The technique proposed by Mohamed Shehab, Elisa Their technique has two main phases:
Bertino, and Arif Ghafoor [25]. Their technique has two
1) Watermark encoding:
main phases:
1) Watermark encoding:
a. Data set partitioning: Use a secret key Ks, number of partitions m and get partitions algorithm
to partition Data Set D into m non-overlapping
data partitions {S0 , S1 , · · · , Sm−1 }.
b. Watermark encoding: Use encode single bit algorithm to embed the watermark into partitions.

a. Data grouping: It first uses feature ranking
to compute vector Rnk and CP T , and then
uses Rnk , CP T and data grouping function to
partition features into logical non-overlapping
groups.
b. Watermark embedding: Use Algorithm 1 to embed the watermark into non-numeric features.
It first computes the hash value of each row,
and then uses the order of these hash values to
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embed watermark bits. These hash values will
be saved in temp for decoding. Use Algorithm 2
to embed the watermark into numeric features
of selected data groups. It uses the row value
and 4i to embed watermark bits. If the row
value adds positive 4i , it represents a watermark bit 1; and if the row value adds negative
4i , it represents a watermark bit 0.

1) Pick the position used to embed the digital watermark:
a. Data Partitioning: Use a secret key Ks,
number of partitions m and Algorithm 1
(Get Partitions) to partition Data Set D
into m non-overlapping data partitions
{S, S1 , · · · , Sm−1 }.
b. Selection of Data Set for Watermarking: Use
Algorithm 2 (Get Data Selection Threshold) to
establish threshold for singling out the data sets
from data partitions in (a).

2) Watermark decoding:
a. Data grouping: Use data grouping function of
Watermark encoding to find out the data groups
embedded with the watermark.
b. Watermark extraction: Use Algorithm 3 to extract the watermark from selected non-numeric
features. It first gets hash values from temp,
and then analyzes the order of these hash values. The descending order of hash values represents bit 1, and the ascending order of hash
values represents bit 0. Use Algorithm 4 to extract the watermark from numeric features of
selected data group. It uses decoding threshold
T ∗ and a parameter val to decode. If val > T ∗ ,
it represents bit 1; else it represents bit 0.
Comment:
1) In Algorithms 1 and 3, the data stored in temp is
too large. For example, temp needs to store the hash
value of each row, if there are 10,000 rows, it needs
to store 10,000 hash values.
2) This technique is not only suitable for numeric attributes, but also suitable for non-numeric attributes.
3) Their data distortion only happens in numeric attributes, and can be controlled through 4i .
4) The requirement analysis is listed in Table 5.

Table 5: The requirement analysis of Kamran-Farooq’s
scheme [11]
Proposed Scheme
Robustness
Unambiguity
Security
Blindness
Imperceptibility (%)
Usability

Kamran and Farooq Technique
Alteration & Deletion attacks
Yes
Yes
Yes
100%
Controlled by 4i
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c. Hash Value Computation: Use Algorithm 3
(Get Even Hash Value Data Set) to decrease
these data sets. And then we will get data sets
which can be used to embed the watermark. By
this way, the watermark is generated by Watermark Generating Function.
2) Watermark Embedding: Use Algorithm 4 (Embed Watermark) to embed the watermark. It first
computes the amount of data change. If a watermark bit is 1, the amount of data change is row value
multiplied by positive ρ; and if a watermark bit is 0,
the amount of data change is row value multiplied by
negative ρ. And then it uses the row value plus the
amount of data change to embed watermark bits.
3) Watermark Decoding:
Use Algorithm 5 (Detect Watermark) to detect the embedded watermark.
This algorithm begins to detect watermarks after it
uses Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 to find out data sets which
are embedded with watermarks. Next step is to compute decoding threshold ν, and then use it to decode
watermark bits. If ν ≥ 0, it represents bit 1; else it
represents bit 0. Finally, the final watermark bits are
determined through Majority voting.
Comment:
1) This technique is most suitable for unsigned numeric
attributes.
2) Their data distortion can be controlled by data owner
through ρ.
3) The requirement analysis is listed in Table 6.

4.6

Melkundi-Chandankhede’s Scheme

The technique proposed by Swathi Melkundi and Chaitali
Chandankhede [21]. Their technique has three main
phases:
1) Watermark Insertion:

4.5

Kamran-Suhail-Farooq’s Scheme

The technique proposed by Kamran, Suhail, and Farooq [12]. Their technique has three main phases:

a. Data Partitioning: Use a secret key Ks, number
of partitions m and Algorithm 1 (Data Partition
Algorithm) to partition Data Set D into m nonoverlapping data partitions {P0 , P1 , · · · , Pm−1 }.
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Table 6: The requirement analysis of Kamran-Suhail-Farooq’s scheme [12]
Proposed Scheme
Robustness
Unambiguity
Security
Blindness
Imperceptibility (%)
Usability

Kamran-Suhail-Farooq Technique
Insertion, Alteration, Deletion, Multifaceted, Collusion, & Additive attacks
Yes
Yes
Yes
100%
Controlled by data owner

b. Insertion into a textual attribute: Use Unicode
control characters ZWJ and ZWNJ to embed
watermark bits. For ZWJ, its Unicode code
point is U+200D and is the abbreviation of Zero
width joiner. It is an invisible control character
and used to represent a watermark bit 0. For
ZWNJ, its Unicode code point is U+200C and
is the abbreviation of Zero-width non-joiner. It
is used to represent a watermark bit 1.

1) This technique is only suitable for a relation with
numeric attributes and textual attributes at the same
time.
2) Their data distortion only happens in numeric attributes, and the amount of data change is only the
value of the LSB.
3) According to their description, their subset addition
attack, subset deletion attack and subset alteration
attack are our insertion attack, deletion attack and
alteration attack, respectively.

c. Insertion into numeric attribute: It first converts the value of the attribute into a binary
value, and then flips the LSB of the binary
value. That is, if you intend to embed a wa- 4) The requirement analysis is listed in Table 7.
termark bit = 0, then the LSB is changed to
0; if you intend to embed a watermark bit = 1,
then the LSB is changed to 1.
Table 7:
The requirement analysis of MelkundiChandankhede’s scheme [21]
2) Watermark Extraction:
Proposed Scheme Melkundi et al. Technique
a. Data Partitioning: Use Data Partition AlgoRobustness Insertion, Alteration,
rithm of Watermark Insertion to find out the
& Deletion attacks
partitions embedded with the watermark.
Unambiguity Yes
Security Yes
b. Extraction from a textual attribute: If the value
Blindness
Yes
of the selected textual attribute in a data partiImperceptibility
(%)
100%
tion is ZWJ, it represents bit 0; and if the value
Usability
LSB
is ZWNJ, it represents bit 1.
c. Extraction from numeric attribute: If the value
of the LSB of the selected numeric attribute in
a data partition is 0, it represents bit 0; and if
the value is 1, it represents bit 1.

4.7

Mehta-Pratap Rao’s Scheme

d. Majority voting: Through voting is used to de- The technique proposed by Brijesh B. Mehta and Udai
termine the watermark bit, and the majority of Pratap Rao [20]. Their technique has three main phases:
watermark bits is the final bit.
1) Watermark insertion: It first uses hash function, primary key and private key k1 to select tuples in the
3) Watermark Verification: Use Algorithm 2 (Waterdatabase.
mark Verification Algorithm) to compare the extracted watermark with the raw watermark. Its cona. Insertion into a numeric attribute: Choose a
cept is based on Levenshtein distance, and therefore
LSB of a numeric attribute of selected tuples,
it computes Levenshtein Distance between the exand a watermark bit is substituted for the setracted watermark and the raw watermark. If their
lected LSB.
difference is too large, it shows this database is not
b. Insertion into a date attribute: Choose seconds
the original one.
field (SS) of a date attribute of selected tuples,
Comment:
and embed watermark bits into the SS.
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2) Watermark extraction: It first uses the same hash 5
Conclusion and Future Work
function, primary key and private key k1 to find out
In this paper, we first introduce the history and backtuples which are embedded with the watermark.
ground of watermarking relational databases, and then foa. Extraction from a numeric attribute: Find out cus on surveying data distortion watermarking relational
the LSB of the selected numeric attribute of databases. Furthermore, we analyze these techniques by
these selected tuples, and the value of the LSB six requirements we mentioned in BACKGROURD. Next,
we compare these techniques through requirement analyrepresents a watermark bit.
sis table.
b. Extraction from a date attribute: Find out the
SS of the selected date attribute of these selected tuples, and extract watermark bits from 5.1 Comparison
the SS.
Our comparison method is to rate them by scores. The
best score is five points, and the worst score is one point.
3) Watermark verification: Compare the extracted waThe result is as in Table 9.
termark with the raw watermark. It only needs the
About robustness, because Kamran and Farooq Techextracted watermark bits from one place instead of
nique only uses two basic attacks in their experiment, it
two places to match the original watermark bits sucscores 2 points. Kamran, Suhail and Farooq Technique
cessfully.
can resist three basic attacks (Insertion attack, Alteration
attack, Deletion attack) and three advanced attacks, so it
Comment:
scores the best grades.
About unambiguity, because Agrawal et al. Technique
1) This technique is only suitable for a relation with
is
hard
to find any ownership information of the embednumeric attributes and date attributes at the same
ded
digital
watermark, it only scores 1 point. About secutime. Because it actually embeds a watermark bit
rity
and
blindness,
every technique meets their conditions,
into two attributes (numeric, date) selected by k1 at
and
therefore
these
techniques all score 5 points. About
the same time. Therefore, if this relation don’t have
imperceptibility,
Agrawal
et al. Technique, Sion et al.
the two attributes (numeric, date), it won’t work.
Technique, etc. scores 3 points because they only use ba2) Their data distortion happens in numeric attributes sic data partition technique. Kamran, Suhail and Farooq
and date attributes. The amount of data change for Technique scores the highest grades because it uses adnumeric attributes is the value of the LSB, and the vanced technique to further decrease the number of tuples
amount of data change for date attributes is SS.
which are ready to be watermarked, hence it has the best
discontinuous degree of the watermark bits. About us3) According to their description, their subset addition ability, because Melkundi et al. Technique’s the amount
attack, subset deletion attack, subset alteration at- of data distortion is only LSB, it scores 5 points.
tack and subset selection attack are our insertion atAccording to total score, Kamran, Suhail and Farooq
tack, deletion attack, alteration attack and Mix-and- Technique is a better technique than others because it has
Match attack, respectively.
a balanced performance in six requirements. It not only is
the most robust technique, but also is the imperceptiblest.
4) The requirement analysis is listed in Table 8.
Therefore, we think a good technique for watermarking
relational databases should consider all six requirements,
it can’t only focus on a few requirements.
Table 8: The requirement analysis of Mehta-Pratap Rao’s
scheme [20]
5.2 Issues
Proposed Scheme
Robustness
Unambiguity
Security
Blindness
Imperceptibility (%)
Usability

Mehta et al. Technique
Insertion, Alteration, Deletion,
& Mix-and-Match attacks
Yes
Yes
Yes
100%
LSB and SS

1Because this technique uses data partition or data
grouping technique, we think the watermark bits will distribute at random in the relational database.

Although watermarking relational databases has been developed over ten years, it still has some issues, and these
issues are as follows:
1) Experiments: Unlike image processing domain, some
scholars of watermarking relational databases usually
perform their experiments with their own databases,
and without comparing their technique with others
in robustness, distortion, etc.. such as [28, 20, 9, 21].
Some scholars didn’t perform experiment very well,
for example, Javier et al. proposed a paper in
2014 [7]. Although they compared their technique
with others in experiments, they still used their own
database to perform experiments. Shehab et al.
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Table 9: The comparison
Proposed Scheme
Agrawal et al. Technique
Sion et al. Technique
Shehab et al. Technique
Kamran-Farooq Technique
Kamran-Suhail-Farooq
Technique
Melkundi et al. Technique
Mehta et al. Technique

Robustness
4
3
3
2
5

Unambiguity
1
5
5
5
5

Security
5
5
5
5
5

Blindness
5
5
5
5
5

Imperceptibility
3
3
3
4
5

Usability
3
3
3
3
3

Total
21
24
24
24
28

3
4

5
5

5
5

5
5

3
3

5
4

26
26

provide a good example in experiments in this domain [25].

that computation time is another important issue except robustness. Because in the age of big data, the
amount of data will become bigger and bigger, and
then the amount of data will affect the computation
time. A technique which takes a lot of computation
time is worthless. Therefore, in addition to robustness, computation time should be considered in experiments. In the future, we must strike a balance
between robustness and computation time.

They not only compare their technique with others, but also use an online database for their experiment. Therefore, after we read their research, we
think that watermarking relational databases needs
some open databases for everyone to do experiment.
Therefore, we will provide a website that provides
open data sets for everybody. Its internet address is:
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/. In watermarking relational databases, we strongly recommend that Acknowledgments
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